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I'm sorry, I'm sorry. Has something gone wrong Is your network connection unstable or is the browser out of date? I'm sorry, I'm sorry. Has something gone wrong Is your network connection unstable or is the browser out of date? Serdar Gokalp radio show for best FM. After being used as a call radio program at the time of publication of DJs who could not broadcast for some time;
Now the kingdom is trying to secure its place in a similar concept, at the same time as matrax on FM. The best fm-radio program Serdar Gyokalpa, which consists of original jokes, can be listened to from 22:00 to 01:00. The radio program is a man who makes the worst jokes in the world who makes gudic determinations about a man who makes a living collecting olives in bal'kesir
in one of the two times I've ever come across, and in another, pretends to be his lover's brother and jokes that it's not funny for a teenager and jokes that make people want to vomit. As the most famous radio show in the world, he is a candidate for the Guinness Book of Records. (see my friends Sozluk was my rebellion) DJ who makes funny phone jokes. When funny people call,
it's not a song, it's just listening to those phone calls. There are two idiots (1 female-1 man), a university student who claim to have 33 letters in our alphabet on the air. He didn't let the people who praised him talk. Now he has given up on this habit. There are reparta who say good things to him when he starts the program. In addition, there is never opium in cities he considers
starters. For the past two weeks he's been playing a foreign slow track. And it's a beautiful song. I like it. I'll give 100,000 liras to those who found this song and returned it. as well as ytl. program that abnormally ends a normal day. broadcast time from 10 p.m. to 12 p.m. We can sleep early at night. Page 2,204 title Sorry! Has something gone wrong Is your network connection
unstable or is the browser out of date? You can find the recordings of the broadcast in Serdar Publishing here... Radio station : Best fm radio program : Serdar Broadcasting Presenter : Serdar Gyokalp Radio Record Date : 5 July 2012 5 July 2012 from @serdargokalp Serdar Broadcasting (without advertising) recording broadcast ... fb.me/18hulZqc7 - Seiten, die von der Seite mit
Gefoelt Mir markiert wurden7,372 gef'llt das2013 welcome to Turkey's largest and most active current aviation platform ... This article does not contain resources. Please help improve the content of the item by adding reliable resources. Non-source content can be objected to and can be removed. Source of search: Serdar Gokalp - news newspaper (en) book academic JSTOR
(June 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template) Serdar Gokalp (2015, Radio University of Uskudar) February 23, 1982 (1982-02-23) (age 38)Istanbul, TurkeyNthis Serdar Gokalp (born 23 February 1982 in serdargokalp.com.tr) is a Turkish radio programmer and comedian. From 2005 to April 2018, he did a radio show called Serdar Yayanda on Best FM. As of April 9,
2018, Alem Fm is also on weekdays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. serdar traffic and 22:00-01:00 Serdar transmissions. He is also known for his phone jokes and often you come up with jokes. Although the phone jokes were up to him, he was the first to carry them on the radio. Serdar Gokalp made his television debut at the age of eighteen. In his career he has also participated in various
fields. Co-production and writing humorous magazines in a series of some of them. He's been on the radio for years. According to the study, 11:35-16:25 is the most radio-listening time interval in Turkey. Both are based on this and because the audience, listening to the radio at night recognized itself, the program was put on the daytime. See also Best FM External Links On the
official Facebook site Serdar Gokalp Twitter Serdar Gokalp was taken from. MusicOnair19 January 2016 Radio Records 19 January 2016 - Radio program recordings... Read more - MusicOnair October 5, 2015 Radio Records October 5, 2015 - Radio Recordings... Read more - MusicOnair28 September 2015 Radio Entries September 28, 2015 - Radio recording program ... Read
more - MusicOnair15 September 2015 Radio Records » 15 September 2015 - Radio program recordings... Read more
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